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ABSTRACT A recently published dataset of Middle East and North Africa (MENA)–focused
scholarship in journals selected to represent the disciplinary “core” of political science
sheds empirical light on key publishing trends, from the balance between quantitative and
qualitative studies to the growth in experimental and “large-N” statistical methods.
Cammett and Kendall’s (2021) analysis shows that between 2001 and 2019, MENA-
focused studies declined as a share of publications but that slightly less than half of that
work is qualitative. However, the definition of qualitative research that the study uses
significantly overstates the number of such articles in the Cammett and Kendall dataset.
Our analysis rectifies this, distinguishing among research studies that use qualitative
evidence, qualitative methods, theoretical traditions, and paradigms (i.e., positivist/post-
positivist). This yields a more accurate and significantly starker picture of the marginality
of MENA qualitative research in core politics journals. These results raise the question of
why methodologically sophisticated scholarship outside of the “top journals” has not been
published there.

Scholars of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
often suggest that work not explicitly drawing on
quantitative methods is unlikely to be published in
political science’s “top” journals (Tessler, Nachtwey,
and Banda 1999). Cammett and Kendall (CK) (2021)

recently published a dataset and analysis that shed empirical light
on this issue. Their dataset comprises MENA-focused publica-
tions in 13 top journals that were selected using reputation- and
citation-based metrics (Giles and Garand 2007) to represent the
disciplinary “core” of political science and international relations
(PSIR).

CK (2021, 7) analyzed the data and trends by topics, author’s
gender, and methods. Regarding methods, they showed that there
remains a “persistently important share of qualitative research”
and that “use of qualitative methods has either remained flat over
time or declined,” whereas “major growth areas” are in experi-
mental and “large-N” statistical methods.

First, we replicated CK’s coding process for qualitative studies,
identifying instances in which articles were coded incorrectly.
Second, we demonstrated that the definition of “qualitative
research” in the dataset classifies as this based on case studies
and small-N designs rather than research that uses qualitative
evidence and/or qualitative methods. We recoded to distinguish
between what CK (2021) defined as qualitative studies and the use
of qualitative evidence and/or methods (e.g., content or discourse
analysis). Third, we included an additional code identifying the
theoretical framework of publications—positivist or post-
positivist—to probe the “paradigmatic pluralism” of publications.
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At each step, we found significantly less diversity than
CK. These patterns are noteworthy in themselves but also because
a brief perusal ofMENA-focused publications outside of the 13 top
journals shows that studies of a notably greater diversity and rigor
exist in these journals. For example, linguistics, political commu-
nication studies, or “area studies,” in which qualitative evidence
and methods are more explicitly identified and applied, and that
inform the coding criteria adopted in our study.

Our goal is not to lament methodological and/or paradigmatic
poverty but rather to identify more precisely the magnitude of the
marginality of qualitative MENA-focused scholarship and to
bring into focus a puzzle: namely, if methodologically sophisti-

cated scholarship exists outside of top journals, why has it not
been published there?

CK’s study (2021) also made a much-needed contribution to
debates about the so-called area-studies controversy and whether
and how to “bridge the gap” between PSIR and MENA area
studies (Teti 2007). Our own contribution intends to further
expand these analyses.

EXISTING SCHOLARSHIP

The CK dataset is particularly useful because it encompasses the
2000–2019 period in which several major Middle East–related
events occurred (e.g., the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks;
the 2003 invasion of Iraq; and the Arab Spring) in correspondence
of which they found publication spikes.

Their selection of 13 journals1 was based on a comparative
study of reputation- and citation-based journal rankings in PSIR
(Giles and Garand 2007). Overall, these journals prioritize quan-
titative scholarship and little theoretically “critical” work; in this
sense, they are not representative of the field overall. However,
within its hierarchies, it is difficult to disagree that these journals
carry the greatest reputational weight in the field.

CK (2021) showed that Middle East–focused publications
decreased during the past two decades relative to the cumulative

total articles published. Whereas the latter have increased from
slightly more than 300 to approximately 650 annually, the former
have increased only slightly, remaining well under 20 per year
across selected journals.

Within that overall trend, significant changes occurred in the
types of work published. Based on an analysis of all MENA-
focused articles (N=222), publications that CK classified as
“qualitative” have remained constant at approximately five per
year—a proportional reduction, given the increase in total articles
published. They also were consistently outperformed year-on-year
during the past decade by articles using large-N statistical
methods. Simultaneously, experimental methods—which also

are quantitative—increased to almost match the number of qual-
itative articles by 2019.

LIMITATIONS IN PRINCIPLE

Sobering though it is, this analysis understates the marginali-
zation of MENA-focused scholarship in “mainstream” journals
for three reasons related to the structure and configuration of
the CK coding framework—in what it both excludes and
includes.

The CK framework was structured in two layers:
(1) “methods (disaggregated)”2 lists a number of “research
methods,” and (2) “methods (aggregated)” groups disaggre-

gated codes—namely, qualitative, statistical, experimental, and
formal methods.3

The greatest limitation of the CK dataset is its definition of
qualitative research, which is based on Teele and Thelen (2017),
who noted that qualitative investigations sometimes but not
always use case studies and small-N designs. The CK dataset
overextends this definition, classifying all case-study and small-
N research as qualitative. Qualitative research, however, normally
is understood as drawing on evidence that cannot be reduced to
quantified forms (Blatter, Haverland, and van Hulst 2016). Thus,
the CK definition ultimately includes more than only studies
using qualitative evidence and/or methods, classifying some
clearly quantitative studies as qualitative and thereby overrepre-
senting qualitative scholarship.

Our analysis recoded to distinguish between the use of quali-
tative evidence and qualitative methods—in addition to the final
consideration of the question of critical theoretical approaches
and frameworks. This recoding filtered out several studies that
contained quantitative analyses (particularly disaggregated Codes
5–7: single, comparative, and medium-N case studies).

The CK dataset also conflated types of evidence and methods
of analysis (Codes 8–10). Whereas ethnography and interviews
refer to types of data and data gathering, content/discourse anal-
ysis (C/DA) suggests specific methods. These methods of analysis

of linguistic or other semiotic data can be rigorous, transparent,
and (often) replicable. Most CK studies in this category, however,
were unsystematic or descriptive, sporadically quoting portions of
interviews or documents. Consequently, the conflation between
data types and methods of analysis overrepresents the minimal
methodological pluralism on display in selected journals.

Additionally, the CK clustering into aggregate methods is
counterintuitive (e.g., experimental studies are quantitative).
By pitting qualitative research against three separate catego-
ries rather than one, it also facilitates understating the relative
size of the difference between qualitative and quantitative
publications.4

…if methodologically sophisticated scholarship exists outside of top journals, why has it not
been published there?

The conflation between data types and methods of analysis overrepresents the minimal
methodological pluralism on display in selected journals.
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LIMITATIONS IN PRACTICE

This section first evaluates the impact that the limitations discussed
previously have on the assessment of the relative weight of scholar-
ship drawing on qualitativemethods. Cammett andKendall (2021, 8)
noted that the trend toward experimental, formal, and large-N
statistical methods “may have narrowed the types of research pub-
lished in mainstream political science journals.” The following
analysis reveals that their conclusion underestimates this narrowing.

Second, the broader task of assessing trends in the publishing
of MENA-focused research in core PSIR journals should entail
assessing both data and methods as well as “paradigms” and
“theoretical traditions.” Therefore, this discussion provides a
further reassessment of publication data based on the theoretical
traditions displayed in MENA scholarship published by the sam-
pled journals. Our analysis shows that the “narrowing trends” are
even more significant at this level.

Method

Of 222 MENA-focused articles overall, CK (2021) classified 100 as
statistical, 22 as experimental, two as formal theory (i.e., game
theory and formal models), and 98 (44%) as qualitative. The last
category includes 35 (15.7%) publications classified as single case
studies; 42 (18.9%) as comparative case studies; no publications are
classified as medium-N (Code 7); two (0.9%) as interviews (Code
8); one (0.45%) as ethnography (Code 9); and the remaining
18 (8.1%) as C/DA (Code 10).

We first re-examined CK data by checking every publication in
the dataset for its coding “fit”with original parameters. Second, we
recoded all publications classified as qualitative as follows:

1. A further distinction was introduced between publications that
do and do not use qualitative methods. Articles were classified
as adopting a qualitative method if (a) data cannot be reduced
to quantified forms; (b) they had or made available their coding
framework; (c) they indicated or provided the sources analyzed
(i.e., corpus); (d) they specified a method of analysis; and
(e) that analysis was replicable.5

2. Additionally, all articles were coded for whether their referent
theoretical framework was positivist (PO), post-positivist (PP),
or unspecified (descriptive, DE). Entries classified as PP were
also coded for whether this was implied or explicit.

Analysis 1: Replication, Coding Amendments, and
Reassessment

Several single case studies (i.e., CK disaggregated methods
Code 5) were classified as qualitative but were based on formal
modeling and/or statistical methods (i.e., 7/35, or 20%: Manekin,
Kemahlioglu, Ben-Porat, Hirschl, Rahat, Bueno de Mesquita,
and Penn). Two articles, both by Parkinson, presented method-
ologically rigorous ethnographies, including analysis of lan-
guage (i.e., interviews) and could be reclassified as
ethnographies (Code 9). However, the analysis of language
undertaken therein was not replicable because interview data
were not available.

Of the 42 publications classified as comparative case studies
(Code 6), four (9.5%) drew primarily or exclusively on quantitative
methods (e.g., correlations, regressions, probability testing, and
formal modeling). One publication met the criterion for qualita-
tive methods (i.e., Akcinaroglu). Eight (19%) contained some
linguistic aspect relevant to the article’s analysis but did not meet

the criteria for qualitative methods. Other than Akcinaroglu’s
content analysis, no article classified under Code 6 met
qualitative-methods criteria.

Seven single and four comparative case studies presented
formal theory and modeling and/or drew on statistical analysis
(e.g., single or multivariate regressions) as the primary method
and therefore were reclassified. Additionally, almost all single and
comparative case studies (Codes 5 and 6) in the original dataset
failed to meet criteria for qualitative methods.6

Two articles (0.9%) (i.e., Pearlman 2016a, 2016b) were labeled as
interviews (Code 8) and one (0.45%) was classified as ethnography
(Code 9) (Jones 2018). All three articles, in fact, drew on both
participant observation and interview analysis, making them
difficult to distinguish neatly based only on data or methods.
Additionally, whereas all articles focused on attitudes under
authoritarianism, none framed analysis through any specific par-
adigm or theoretical tradition.

The CK coding for publications classified as C/DA (Code 10)
included a broad range of methods such that the category elided
the difference among (1) descriptive studies (e.g., several state-of-
the-art reviews like Sadowski’s) or studies using only argumenta-
tion and loose reference to empirical evidence (e.g., Anderson and
Bellin); (2) studies that might include analysis of linguistic data
but without a clearly defined method (e.g., citing excerpts from
interviews or documents); and (3) approaches analyzing qualita-
tive linguistic/semiotic evidence using an explicitly defined
method and corpus of data and sources allowing readers to check
sources and replicate analysis7 (e.g., content analysis). (For
methods in discourse analysis, see Schiffrin, Tannen, and Hamil-
ton 2001.)

Using this last criterion, formal content analysis was found in
only three publications (i.e., Alimi and two by Somer). Only one
article (i.e., Euben) used a form of discourse analysis. Classifying
content analysis and discourse analysis as falling within the
qualitative methods defined previously found that only four
(4/98, 4.08%) publications met specified criteria.

The remaining 14publications usednonquantitative approaches
but were almost all descriptive. Even when “using language”
(e.g., quoting interviewees or documents), they did not specify a
method and lacked rigor, transparency, and replicability. These
publications were reclassified as descriptive/non-quantitative
(New Code 12).

Across each disaggregated-method category, these reclassifica-
tions yielded the totals listed in Table 1 for articles that met
specified criteria for qualitative methods.

Analysis 2: Paradigmatic Poverty

Methods and types of evidence are not the only criteria according
to which the inclusion or marginalization of a literature or a (sub)
field relative to another can be assessed. Indeed, even a cursory
perusal of MENA politics–focused journals suggests that one of
the striking features of the difference between MENA-focused
scholarship in PSIR’s mainstream and the overall body ofMENA-
focused scholarship is the use of qualitative methods—particularly
in a PP vein—as well as a rich Marxist, post-Marxist, or Marxian-
inspired political economy (much of it also PP including critical
realism).

To capture differences at this level, studies in the dataset
additionally were coded for whether publications were presented
within a PO framework8; a PP framework; or as merely descriptive,
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notmentioning paradigmatic reference points (i.e., NM, nomethod
presented). Of the 222 studies originally selected in the CK dataset,
only two were considered to be PP. The first was Euben, whose
article presented a multimodal discourse analysis (i.e., text, speech,
and video) reminiscent of poststructuralist analyses. The second
study was an article on information and communications technol-
ogy in the Arabophone region (i.e.,Murphy), although its analytical
framework was Habermasian, making its classification debatable.
All other studies included in the dataset either were explicitly
framed by PO approaches or focused on the analysis of empirical
data—which, when not quantitative, were predominantly descrip-
tive in the manner of “stylized facts.”

DISCUSSION

Several aspects of the studies included in the dataset thus
amended better focus the trends in MENA-focused publishing
in PSIR’s top journals, as follows:

1. Most publications originally classified as qualitative do not use
qualitative evidence or methods. The CK coding of qualitative
research classified all small-N or single-case-study research
designs as qualitative, conflating them with research based on
qualitative evidence and/or methods. The C/DA category in
particular ismisleading: its name evokes linguistics attention to
data and methods. However, most studies in this category—as
well as in the qualitative aggregate methods category generally
—do not use these or other qualitative methods’, or any partic-
ular method at all. Instead, most publications analyze loosely
defined “stylized historical/empirical facts” and/or conduct
analysis through argumentation without reference to either
an explicitly defined or replicable qualitative method. In several
cases—for example, articles providing principally critical
reviews and assessments of literature on a topic or subfield—
an explicit method is not necessary. Nonetheless, classifying
such contributions as representing qualitative research over-
represents the presence of methodologically rigorous qualita-
tive analysis in the CK dataset.

2. MENA-focused scholarship using qualitative methods is virtually
non-existent.Only four articles (1.8%) explicitly used replicable
qualitative methods. A similar number of articles drew on

ethnographies—often “mixed” with other types of qualitative
data and/or methods—which, by definition, cannot meet the
replicability criterion but nonetheless are based on rigorous
evidence-gathering and analysis. These four articles represent
a vanishingly small proportion within the CK dataset—a
proportion evenmore minuscule considering the approximate
500 articles published annually in sampled journals in
2000–2019.

3. Paradigmatic poverty.Patterns in several “niche” sectors suggest a
broader trend—namely, that heterodox data, methods, and the-
oretical frameworks are virtually absent from PSIR’s core jour-
nals. First, whether or not they meet the criteria for qualitative
methods, language-based analyses almost never are explicitly
framed within PP theoretical frameworks. Whereas several
clearly donot intend to locate themselveswithin these traditions,
several others may. Additionally, no publication in the dataset is
both explicitly PP and formal in its use of qualitative methods—
although certainly not for want of such scholarship in either
MENA-focused research or linguistics broadly writ.

Second, poststructuralist analyses also were virtually absent;
only two articles could be located within its various traditions.
The first was Wictorowicz, although the article was not explic-
itly framed thusly. The second was Euben, which also was
the only article to locate itself in a post-foundationalist and
poststructuralist tradition and explicitly name and draw on
those traditions as part of its analytical framework. Euben’s
case is an exception to the rule for both of these first two
patterns. However, it also stands alone on each count as the
only article adopting a heterodox and non-positivist theoretical
framework as an explicit and rigorous PP and poststructuralist
analysis.

The third apparent pattern is the absence of explicitly Marxist/
Marxian–inspired analyses. Despite this scholarship also being
largely PO, no publications used these approaches in the two
decades covered by the data.

CONCLUSIONS: CLOSER INTEGRATION OR SELECTIVE
INCLUSION?

Cammett and Kendall’s (2021, 7) important analysis of all
MENA-focused publications in leading PSIR journals suggested
that almost half were qualitative (44%), albeit with a clear trend
toward proportional decline in qualitative MENA scholarship
and an increase in experimental methods and large-N statistical
analysis.

Careful consideration of their analysis suggests that CK’s (2021,
8) conclusion that the trend to favoring quantitative methods “may
have narrowed the types of research published in mainstream
political science journals” significantly understates this phenome-
non. Recoding data to identify research drawing on qualitative
evidence and/or methods shows that most articles previously clas-
sified as qualitative did not meet such criteria. Our analysis also
suggests that work outside of PO orthodoxy in both methods and
types of theoretical traditions is almost entirely absent.

Finally, beyond being rare, methods and theoretical frame-
works outside of the existing disciplinary core (as defined by these
journals) seldom are indicated explicitly, with Euben’s example
being the sole exception. Shifting focus from methods to para-
digms, PSIR’s paradigmatic poverty in MENA scholarship could
hardly be starker.

Table 1

Recoded vs. Original Publication Classification

Disaggregated Method Category/Code
TA

Recoding
CK

Coding

Single Case Studies (Code 5) 0 359

Comparative Case Studies (Code 6) 1 4210

Medium-N Studies (Code 7) 0 0

Interviews (Code 8) 2 2

Ethnographies (Code 9) 1 1

Content/Discourse Analysis (Code 10) 4 18

Descriptive (New Code 12) 7311 N/A

Qualitative Data but Fails Qualitative Methods
Criteria

612 N/A

Recoded/Not Qualitative 11 N/A

Totals 98 98
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Such marginality is all the more significant considering that as
CK (2021, 2) showed, “[S]ince 2000, almost half (about 45%) of
MENA-focused articles have been published by three journals:
Comparative Politics, Comparative Political Studies, and Interna-
tional Studies Quarterly.”

It is not clear a prioriwhy this skewness in publication patterns
would exist, particularly given the “well-known strengths” of
qualitativemethods, which CK (2021, 7–8) rightly noted, including

“distinct advantages in uncovering causal processes and interpret-
ing meaning”; in “theory-building, development/specification of
concepts and measures”; and in asking questions that orthodox,
quantitative approaches overlook or are not well equipped to
answer.

Our analysis more precisely identifies the magnitude and
configuration of this marginalization—namely, that it is specific
types of scholarship on the region that are integrated into PSIR’s
contemporary mainstream. Indeed, the patterns of inclusion and
exclusion of MENA-focused scholarship in the field’s top jour-
nals seem selective in ways that are both highly specific and
unrelated to the methodological rigor of scholarship on the
region’s politics. Our point is not to lament methodological
and/or paradigmatic poverty as much as it is to bring into better
focus a puzzle—namely, why methodologically sophisticated
scholarship that exists outside of PSIR’s top journals has not
been published there.
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NOTES

1. American Political Science Review, American Journal of Political Science, Annual
Review of Political Science, Journal of Politics, World Politics, International Organi-
zation, Comparative Political Studies, Comparative Politics, British Journal of Polit-
ical Science, Perspectives on Politics, Political Research Quarterly, International
Studies Quarterly, and Quarterly Journal of Political Science.

2. Disaggregated codes: 1. experimental; 2. automated text analysis/machine learn-
ing/“big data”; 3. large-N statistical: cross-national; 4. large-N statistical: subna-
tional; 5. single case study; 6. comparative case study (i.e., 1–6 cases); 7. medium-N

study (i.e., N>6); 8. interviews; 9. ethnography; 10. content/discourse analysis; 11.
game theory/formal models.

3. Aggregated codes: 1. experimental (disaggregated Code 1); 2. statistical (disag-
gregated Codes 2–4); 3. qualitative (disaggregated Codes 5–10); 4. formal theory
(disaggregated Code 11).

4. The aggregated methods category formal theory (Code 4) comprises game theory
and formally specified models not found in MENA scholarship outside of
quantitative methods–based analyses. The latter’s incidence is low (N=2), so
this principled limitation does not affect results in practice. However, its sepa-
ration from other non-qualitative research increases the impression of method-
ological pluralism. Analogously, 22 (9.9%) publications used experimental

methods, which were not counted as quantitative despite many having signifi-
cant or predominant quantitative elements (e.g., survey data and statistics/
testing).

5. Some qualitative methods (e.g., ethnographies and phenomenologies) cannot
satisfy replicability requirements or include qualitative datasets—not least for
ethical and/or safety reasons—but can be conducted rigorously nonetheless. The
replicability criterion is relaxed in these cases.

6. Among single case studies, five used linguistic data and/or some component of
a qualitative method but were not rigorous enough to be classified as using
qualitative methods. The remaining 30 studies in this category were classified
as “N/A”—that is, publications were not attempting to use qualitative
methods; and/or were descriptive; or qualitative data and/or methods were
irrelevant to their analysis; or, indeed, in seven cases used quantitative
methods and were reclassified accordingly. Among comparative case studies,
eight contained some textual/linguistic aspect relevant to their analysis but
displayed no qualitative method(s) and/or were not replicable. Thirty-
three were classified as “N/A.” Only one case study met qualitative-methods
criteria.

7. An expansive definition of C/DA to include ethnographies (Code 8) and inter-
views (Code 9) matching our definition of qualitative methods results in the
inclusion of all three under C/DA (Code 10) but would not affect totals under the
qualitative aggregate code.

8. This includes Marxist scholarship but excludes critical/continental
theory. This coding neither captures the foundationalist/post-foundationalist
divide nor neatly maps onto the divide between materialist and semiotic
analyses.

9. Of the 35 articles, sevenwere reclassified as quantitative. All remaining 28 articles
did not meet the minimal standards for qualitative methods (five) or were not
applicable to the aims and scope of the article (23). Most of the latter were simply
descriptive (e.g., unsystematic analysis of “stylized facts”), but two were ethnog-
raphies (both by Parkinson).

10. Four articles were reclassified as quantitative. One article met the criteria for
qualitative methods. The remaining 37 were classified as descriptive (in most
instances) and/or the qualitative-methods criteria were not applicable to the aims
and scope of the publication.

11. Reclassified as descriptive: 23 ex Code 5, 37 ex Code 6, 13 ex Code 10=73.
Reclassified as quantitative: 7 ex Code 5, 4 ex Code 6=11.

12. Five single country cases, one C/DA article.
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